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IS NON-OFFENSIVE DEFENCE VIABLE AS 
A STRATEGY FOR NATIONAL SECURITY?

By LTC Goh Nichola 

ABSTRACT

Non-Offensive Defence is described as the strategic defence stance taken by a country to safeguard its 
na onal interest. Without being aggressive with its military, a na on can poten ally deter an aggressor, through its 
uneven terrain or foreign alliances. In this essay, the author states that non-offensive defence is viable as a strategy 
only if certain condi ons are fulfilled—suitable geography, benign strategic environment and neutral foreign 
outreach. In the case of Japan, the author puts forth an addi onal condi on, which is alliances. In the author’s 
opinion, however, Non-Offensive defence is only fully viable if the three condi ons highlighted above are met. 
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INTRODUCTION

Non-Offensive Defence (NOD) gained prominence 
during the height of the Cold War in the late 1970s to 
early 1980s as a strategy for the North Atlan c Treaty 
Organisa on (NATO). Nevertheless, it has remained 
prominent in the discourse of security studies ll today. 
In this essay, the author argues that non-offensive 
defence is viable as a strategy for na onal security only 
if the following condi ons are fulfilled—the geography 
of the country in ques on must defensible, its strategic 
environment must be benign, and the way it conducts 
foreign policy must be neutral and predictable.

STRUCTURE OF ESSAY
In this essay, the author will first introduce the 

concept of NOD. Next, he will make an argument that 
three factors of geography, strategic environment and 
foreign policy are cri cal before NOD can be considered. 
She will also use Switzerland and Sweden as case 
studies to illustrate this argument. Lastly, the author will 
discuss par cipa on in a strategic alliance as an 
addi onal and final factor that determines the viability 
of NOD. NOD will be considered in the context of the 
post-Cold War environment and the scope will be 
limited to non-nuclear states. The discussion will also be 
confined to conven onal threats posed by state actors 
as it is outside the remit of this essay to discuss the 
effec veness of NOD against non-state actors (e.g. 

extremist groups) and hybrid tac cs (e.g. cybera acks) 
employed by state actors.

THE CONCEPT OF NON-OFFENSIVE 
DEFENCE

The concept of NOD originated during the Cold 
War as a means of defusing tensions between NATO 
and the Warsaw Pact. Moller and Wiberg iden fied the 
three purposes of NOD as follows: (1) to facilitate arms 
control and disarmament, (2) to strengthen peace by 
ruling out pre-emp ve and preven ve wars, and (3) to 
provide effec ve yet non-suicidal defensive op ons.1 
The armed forces of a state which adopts NOD should 
be seen to be capable of credible defence, yet incapable 
of offence.2 However, NOD s ll allows for the conduct of 
a tac cal offensive or counter a ack as these are seen 
as defensive moves to repel an enemy to restore the 
status quo, rather than an offensive move that takes the 
war to the enemy.3 In other words, a NOD strategy 
allows for self-defence within and near to one’s borders, 
but precludes offensive force projec on for purposes 
beyond immediate self-defence.

NOD – The Security Dilemma and the 
Offence – Defence Theory

The concepts of security dilemma, co-opera ve 
security and offence-defence theory must also be 
discussed to develop a comprehensive understanding of 
NOD.
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One of the first explana ons of the security 
dilemma was offered by John Hertz who stated that ‘self
-help a empts of states to look a er their security 
needs, tend, regardless of inten on, to lead to rising 
insecurity for others as each interprets its own 
measures as defensive and the measures of others as 
poten ally threatening’.4 In other words, the security 
dilemma is key in genera ng a compe ve process of 
arms racing amongst countries.

The concept of NOD as a solu on to the security 
dilemma stemmed from the Offence-Defence Theory 
(ODT). Describing ODT, Jervis argued that the severity of 
the security dilemma depended on two factors: (1) the 
offence-defence balance, which determines if the 
offence or defence has the advantage on the ba lefield, 
and (2) offence-defence dis nguishability, which 
determines whether offensive and defensive capabili es 
can be dis nguished.5 When the offence-defence 
balance favours the offence, the probability of war 
increases as arms races intensify and there are 
perceived advantages to launching a pre-emp ve 
strike.6 Moller posits that NOD is the answer to this 
phenomenon.7 With NOD, a state’s acquisi on of strictly 
defensive armaments should not lead to the acquisi on 
of offensive weapons by its adversaries, unless they are 
indeed harbouring aggressive inten ons.8 Second, 
adop ng ‘unmistakably’ defensive steps in a crisis 
situa on eliminates the risk of the adversary launching 
pre-emp ve a acks.9

With NOD, a state’s acquisi on of 
strictly defensive armaments 

should not lead to the acquisi on 
of offensive weapons by its 
adversaries, unless they are 

indeed harbouring aggressive 
inten ons. 

Cri cs of NOD o en point out that NOD is 
doomed to fail as its workability is premised on one’s 
adversary being able to dis nguish between weapons 
that have been procured purely for defence, and those 
that have been procured for offensive purposes. This is 

exemplified in Buzan’s descrip on of the power security 
dilemma where each state views its own measures as 
defensive, and the measures of others as poten ally 
threatening.10 While logical solu on would then be to 
develop a ‘demonstrably defensive system’, this is 
easier said than done.11 In rebu al, Moller suggests that 
meaningful dis nc on between offence and defence 
can only be made at the level of postures; conceptually, 
NOD can s ll work as an overall defensive posture, is 
what ul mately counts, as opposed to the complete 
lack of offensive weapons.12

NOD and Common Security

Common Security was first mooted as a solu on 
to the security dilemma in the 1982 Palme Commission 
which suggested that in the nuclearised world of the 
Cold War era, security is first achieved with, and not 
against, the adversary through United Na ons (UN) 
sponsored collec ve security and confidence building 
measures.13 Riding on the concept of common security, 
advocates of NOD point to its ability to resolve the 
security dilemma and facilitate common security by 
removing any mispercep ons about the inten ons of a 
state’s defensive military prepara ons.14

NECESSARY PRE-CONDITIONS FOR 
NOD

As much as advocates present NOD as the 
panacea to the security dilemma, the author argues that 
NOD is viable only under specific condi ons. First, the 
geography of the country in ques on must be 
defensible. Second, the country must be situated in a 
benign strategic environment and be strategically 
unimportant. Third, a non-offensive military posture 
must be backed up by consistently neutral foreign 
policies in order to eliminate any doubts from poten al 
adversaries regarding a state’s inten ons. Furthermore, 
all three condi ons must be fulfilled simultaneously in 
order for NOD to work. The following sec on will 
explain the rela on of each factor to NOD, while the 
next will introduce Switzerland and Sweden as case 
studies for and against the viability of NOD. The author 
further posits that if the above condi ons cannot be 
fulfilled, NOD is s ll possible under one unique 
circumstance—when a state enjoys the security 
provided by a strong strategic alliance.
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(1) Defensible  Geography
Geography determines the a rac veness and 

suscep bility of a country to a acks by poten al 
aggressors. Natural barriers in the form of mountain 
ranges or water bodies form for fica ons upon which a 
country’s defensive military posture can be based. This 
is best characterised by New Zealand. New Zealand is 
situated in a remote corner of the Pacific Ocean, at least 
a thousand miles away from its nearest neighbour and 
strategic ally, Australia. New Zealand’s remoteness 
almost all but rules out foreign invasion as a plausible 
threat. This has translated into New Zealand’s steadfast 
commitment to NOD. The Strategic Defence Policy 
Statement of New Zealand published in 2018 con nued 
to ar culate the Defence Forces’ ability to detect, deter 
and counter threats to New Zealand’s territorial 
integrity and sovereignty as one of its key defence 
outcomes.15 However, complex disruptors that 
transcend physical distance such as climate change, 
developments in the cyber and space domains, 
terrorism and nuclear prolifera on were given more 
a en on as security threats to the country as opposed 
to the threat of invasion from a conven onal 
adversary.16 As such, New Zealand con nues to 
maintain an order of ba le with no offensive 

capabili es such as fighter aircra , main ba le tanks, 
destroyers.

Geography determines the 
a rac veness and suscep bility of 

a country to a acks by poten al 
aggressors.

Natural barriers must be conceptually 
dis nguished from possessing strategic depth. The first 
is determined by geographic features such as 
impassable mountain while the la er is conferred 
purely by land size. Strategic depth offers advantages to 
the defender, as the amount of force that an a acker 
can project is reduced considerably if it has to travel a 
long distance just to reach the defender.17 However, a 
state cannot rely solely upon strategic depth to defend 
itself, as witnessed by the invasion of Russia by 
Germany in World War II (WWII).

In this discussion of geography, physical 
geography is given more importance than human 
geography. Some authors on NOD have incorrectly 
iden fied ethnic or ideological homogeneity as pre-
condi ons necessary for the fostering of strong 

German Invasion of Russia in 1941.
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na onalis c sen ments, which in turn fuels popular 
resistance against would-be aggressors.18 This view is 
deeply misguided and ignores the many examples of 
pluralis c na on-states which include the mobilisa on 
of all aspects of society in their na onal defence 
strategies. Examples include Switzerland’s concept of 
general defence which includes the en re popula on, 
and Singapore’s total defence which encompasses 
military, civil, economic, social, psychological and digital  
defence.19 Rather than homogeneity, a high degree of 
socio-poli cal cohesion is necessary for states which 
wish to pursue NOD.20

(2) Benign Strategic Environment
Two elements of a country’s strategic 

environment encourages the adop on of NOD. They 
are: (1) loca on in a strategically benign environment, 
and (2) lack of major power conflicts or strategic 
interest.21 A strategically benign environment is defined 
as the absence of neighbours who harbour aggressive 
inten ons. New Zealand once again serves as an 
excellent case study of this factor. While regional 
developments in Southeast  Asia and even further afield 
in China and North Korea have been cited as having 
implica ons on New Zealand’s security outlook, New 
Zealand’s situa on in the peaceful neighbourhood of 
the South Pacific has enabled it to adopt NOD as a 
defence strategy. NOD would not have been viable if 
New Zealand had aggressive neighbours capable of and 
wishing to launch a war of aggression against it, as 
movement towards NOD is dangerous when viewed by 
an aggressive adversary as a sign of weakness.22

On other hand, NOD has also remained viable for 
Switzerland despite its loca on in the historically 
tumultuous region of Western Europe because it serves 
li le strategic interest. This is explained by Collins who 
postulates that a state is less likely to feel threatened by 
external aggression if its geography is of no interest to a 
power or belligerents in a conflict.23 This postula on is 
vindicated by Switzerland’s non-involvement in WWII.

(3) Neutral and Predictable Foreign 
Policy

The last determining factor of the viability of NOD 
is the way in which the country in ques on conducts its 
foreign policy. According to Roberts, a successful 

defensive posture is predicated on ‘conduc ng foreign 
policy in a consistent, cau ous and responsible manner 
over a long period.’24 This stems from the argument that 
the security dilemma arises not only from the ambiguity 
of the adversary’s military inten ons, but also from 
foreign policy inten ons.25 Hence, NOD is demonstrated 
not only through a state’s military doctrine but also its 
poli cal Inten ons.26 In other words, the overall 
offensiveness or defensiveness of a state’s 
security strategy is signalled through both its military 
order of ba le and the way it conducts its interna onal 
rela ons.

SWITZERLAND — AN EXEMPLAR FOR 
NOD

While New Zealand and Switzerland have both 
been discussed as examples of countries for which NOD 
is viable, New Zealand’s NOD is largely predicated on its 
geographical remoteness, a luxury few countries can 
afford. As such, Switzerland has been chosen for further 
analysis because it has been uniquely successful in 
avoiding war since 1815 despite its loca on in Europe.

NOD in the context of Switzerland cannot be 
discussed without first addressing the country’s 
offensive capabili es. In his cri cism of NOD, Gates 
points out that Switzerland’s main ba le tanks are proof 
that a defensive system is ‘impossible even for a country 
blessed with geography.’27 However, Swiss tanks and 
fighter aircra  are not incompa ble with NOD; they 
simply form a strategy of deterrence-by-denial by 
se ng a high price for would-be invaders.28 Besides, 
pure defence is near to impossible as one’s adversaries 
would be free to act as it chooses if one is purely 
defensive and projects no offensive threat at all.29 Given 
the history of European armed conflict, it would naive 
for Switzerland to adopt a purely defensive posture. 
Instead, it has chosen to maintain some offensive 
capabili es for the sole purpose of repelling a ackers, 
while relying largely on passive defences such as an -
aircra  missiles, early-warning radar systems and 
obstacles against tanks.30

Switzerland’s non-offensive military posture is 
enabled by the trinity of factors outlined in the previous 
sec on. First, even though Switzerland is not a large 
country, it enjoys the protec on of the Swiss Alps which 
form a natural barrier against invaders. Second, 
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the importance of strategic environment is highlighted 
by Switzerland’s experience in WWII. While the 
neighbourhood of Europe was anything but benign in 
WWII, Switzerland’s lack of primary strategic 
significance and raw materials were contribu ng factors 
in Germany’s decision not to invade Switzerland.31 Lastly 
and most importantly, Switzerland’s NOD is 
underpinned by an overarching foreign policy posture of 
neutrality that is ‘consistent, non-asser ve and 
predictable’.32 This is backed by a commitment not to 
take sides in interna onal conflict and denying right of 
transit for foreign forces.33 A unique combina on of 
three factors have allowed Switzerland to maintain its 
policy of ‘armed neutrality.’34

Switzerland’s NOD is underpinned 
by an overarching foreign policy 

posture of neutrality that is 
‘consistent, non-asser ve and 

predictable’. This is backed by a 
commitment not to take sides in 

interna onal conflict and denying 
right of transit for foreign forces. 

While the case study of Switzerland proves that 
NOD is viable if the necessary geographical, strategic 
environmental and foreign policy pre-condi ons are 
met, it also serves as a reminder that NOD must be 
based on an overall coherent defensive stance backed 
by neutral foreign policy, rather than a paucity of 
offensive capabili es in one’s inventory.

SWEDEN — A CASE AGANST NOD
Like Switzerland, Sweden’s policy of armed 

neutrality has enabled it to avoid war since the 
Napoleonic Wars. However, compared to Switzerland, 
Sweden’s less defensible geography, tenuous strategic 
environment and wavering foreign policy all mean that 
NOD is less viable as a na onal security strategy. These 
factors, especially the evolving strategic environment, 
have culminated in Sweden’s readjustment of its 
approach towards defence in recent years.

While Sweden stands as the fi h largest country 
in Europe, it also has one of the longest coastlines in 
Europe, which is not easily defended.35 The difference in 
geography between the country’s northern and 
southern regions has necessitated a variable NOD 
system. Territorial defence is to be sufficient in the 
landlocked Northern region bordered by Finland and 
Norway, while deterrence-with-punishment led by the 
air and navy is required in the South with its long 
coastline along the Bal c Sea.36 While defence of the 
South involves more offensive capabili es, Sweden’s 
overall military posture can s ll be described as 
defensive with a focus on territorial defence near to its 
borders.37

Swedish policymakers were so confident in the 
lack of military threats that the country underwent 
massive self-disarmament in the 1980s which saw the 
war me strength of the army reduced by 95% and that 
of the navy and air force by 70%, scraping of 
conscrip on in 2010 and the steady reduc on of 
spending on defence from 2% in 1990 to 1% in 2016.38

However, Sweden’s evolving strategic environment has 
been a key factor in the country’s recent rethinking of 
its NOD policy. Sweden was forced to acknowledge a 
‘drama c’ shi  in the strategic environment of Europe 
and the Bal c Sea first with the invasion of Georgia by 
Russia in 2008 and then again in 2014 with the 
annexa on of Crimea by Russia.39 This was exacerbated 
by the fact that Sweden‘s loca on as a strategically 
important outpost in the Bal c Sea meant that there 
would be a rush for Swedish territory if conflict were to 
break out in the Bal cs.40 As a result, Sweden has been 
forced to consider membership in NATO while 

Russian BMP-2 from the 58th Army in South Osse a, Georgia.
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increasing military co-opera on with NATO, Finland and 
the United States (US), while simultaneously rebuilding 
its military capabili es with a US $1.2 Billion increase in 
the defence budget from 2016 to 2020.41

While Switzerland’s unassailable neutrality forms 
the founda on upon which its NOD policy is built, the 
same cannot be said about Sweden as its ac vist foreign 
policy is in constant tension with its policy of NOD.42 In 
the a ermath of WWII, as a member of the United 
Na ons (UN), Sweden chose to apply its neutrality when 
the UN Security Council agreed on sanc ons.43 During 
the Cold War, while Sweden maintained a facade of 
neutrality by resis ng membership in NATO, discreet 
agreements were made on how NATO would come to 
the aid of Sweden if it were invaded by the USSR.44A er 
the end of the Cold War, Sweden’s membership in the 
European Union (EU), NATO’s Partnership for Peace 
programme, and its thriving arms export industry all 
called Sweden’s self-proclaimed neutrality to ques on, 
as did the 2009 parliamentary declara on of military 
solidarity with any EU or Bal c state that comes under 
a ack.45

While these developments in Sweden’s military 
capabili es and alliances do not signal abandonment of 
NOD in its en rety, they signal a grudging yet urgent 
acknowledgement by Sweden that a weak defensive 

posture is no longer sufficient to ensure na onal 
security and sovereignty. While it be a stretch to 
presume that Sweden will discard NOD en rely in the 
future, one cannot ignore the small but gradual moves 
that it is making towards strengthening its offences.

STRATEGIC ALLIANCES — CASE STUDY 
OF JAPAN

The above sec on outlined the three condi ons 
necessary for NOD to be viable as a na onal strategy, 
and illustrated why all three condi ons must be met 
simultaneously using the case study of Switzerland. 
However, NOD success stories like Switzerland are few 
and far between. Does this then mean that NOD is a 
largely unworkable concept? At this point, the author 
puts forth a fourth condi on for considera on—NOD is 
viable for countries which find themselves without the 
benefits of defensible geography or a benign strategic 
environment if they are part of a powerful security 
alliance. Japan will be used as example to illustrate this.

Despite a sizeable fighter fleet and the 
refi ng of the Izumo and Kaga helicopter destroyers to 
carry F-35Bs, the Japanese Self-Defense Force (JSDF) is 
no misnomer.46 While it cannot be said that Japan’s 
capabili es are purely defensive, Japan has significant 
defensive limits, most notably its lack of conven onal 
first strike or counteroffensive capability.47 The Izumo 

JS Izumo, an Izumo-class helicopter destroyer being refi ed to carry F-35B stealth fighters
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and Kaga helicopter destroyers currently carry only 
short-range self-defence missiles, and its modern fleet 
of fighters is warranted by the frequent intrusion of 
Japan’s Air Defence Iden fica on Zone (ADIZ) by 
Russian and Chinese aircra .48 Then Prime Minister Abe 
had maintained that Japan remained commi ed to the 
‘defense-only doctrine’ and was completely reliant on 
the US’s strike capabili es, including nuclear 
capabili es.49 In the face of aggression from North 
Korean, tensions with China and wariness of Russia, 
Japan is only able to maintain a defensive posture 
because of its security alliance with the US provided for 
under the 1951 US-Japan Security Treaty and the 
updated 2015 Guidelines for Co-opera on.50 In the 
unlikely event that Japan loses the comprehensive 

defence provided by the US umbrella, there is no doubt 
Japan will pursue an offensive stance to ensure its 
defence.

CONCLUSION
The concept of NOD has been the subject of much 

debate between advocates and cri cs. This essay has 
acknowledged the arguments for and against NOD and 
illustrated how NOD is viable only under very specific 
condi ons such as those enjoyed by Switzerland. This 
essay has also presented Sweden as an example of how 
na onal security strategy cannot remain sta c and must 
evolve with changes in one’s strategic environment, 
even if NOD as a na onal strategy has worked well in 
the past.
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